
Customers will be in the driver’s seat when it comes to  choosing 
between the comfort of the Pro+, the  limited 25th Anni versary 
 Edition, the luxury of the Premium or the  performance of the 
 BRABUS. All the options of an electric SUV coupé you could need 
delivered in one ready-to-go smart package. Each line has its own 
character and is unique in its appeal. It is up to the customers  
now to choose the one suiting their lifestyle.

SMART #3 
LINE 
OVERVIEW

Combined electricity consumption in kWh/100 km: 17.6 (BRABUS line), 16.3 (Premium line & 25th  Anniver sary 
Edition), 16.8 (Pro+ line); Combined CO2 emissions in g/km: 0; Electric range (WLTP) in km: 400 (BRABUS 
line), 440 (Premium line & 25th Anniversary Edition), 420 (Pro+ line). Further information on the official fuel 
consumption and the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars can be found in the Guide to Fuel 
Consumption, CO2 Emissions and Electricity Consumption of New  Passenger Cars, which is available free of 
charge at all sales outlets, from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH (DAT), Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 
Ostfildern Scharnhausen, and at https://www.dat.de/CO2/



smart #3 Pro+
The smart #3 Pro+ offers everything you need for 
modern e-mobility – and so much more. In the 
Pro+ trim the #3 comes equipped with a perfect 
package fulfilling all driver needs. The sporty 
 compact SUV coupé provides a wide variety of 
 features with advanced functionalities.

 › Power output of 200 kW
 › WLTP range 435 km
 › DC charging time (150 kW 10–80 %) < 30 min
 › 22 kW AC charging
 › Panoramic halo roof
 › CyberSparks LED with automatic highbeam assist
 › 12.8" central display screen + 9.2" HD instrument cluster
 › Smart Pilot assist
 › 360 degree camera
 › Man-made leather seats
 › Wireless device charging
 › Powered heated seats
 › Powered tailgate
 › 19" wheels

HIGHLIGHT
FEATURES



smart #3 Premium
The smart #3 Premium offers extra assistance 
when needed and more freedom when wanted. Its 
characteristic combination of additional  options 
and features provides an elegant package for 
everyday driving.

 › Power output of 200 kW
 › WLTP range 455 km
 › DC charging time (150 kW 10–80 %) < 30 min
 › 22 kW AC charging
 › Panoramic halo roof
 › CyberSparks LED+ with adaptive highbeam assist
 › 12.8" central display screen + 9.2" HD instrument cluster
 › 10" head-up display
 › Beats® soundsystem with 13 speakers
 › Automatic Parking Assistant (APA)
 › Heat pump
 › Ambient light +
 › Duo leather seats

HIGHLIGHT
FEATURES



smart #3  
25th Anniversary Edition
The very limited smart #3 25th Anniversary Edition 
is the special statement for those who cannot  
wait for the new sporty driving experience which 
enhances smarts product family. In celebration of 
this special occasion, the smart #3 25th Anni ver-
sary  Edition is setting an exclamation mark. 

 › Power output of 200 kW
 › WLTP range 455 km
 › DC charging time (150 kW 10–80 %) < 30 min
 › 22 kW AC charging
 › Panoramic galaxy roof
 › 12.8" central display screen + 9.2" HD instrument cluster
 › 10" head-up display
 › Beats® Soundsystem with 13 speakers
 › Automatic Parking Assistant (APA)
 › Heat pump
 › CyberSparks LED+ matrix headlights 
 › smart 25th Anniversary badges
 › Exclusive colour and trim
 › Duo leather seats

HIGHLIGHT
FEATURES



smart #3 BRABUS
The smart #3 combines pure performance with 
exclusivity and individualism. With its own  BRABUS 
driving mode the car has a unique character, 
 visually represented by a performance-oriented 
body styling and various high-quality materials  
for the interior.

 › Power output of 315 kW
 › WLTP range 415 km
 › DC charging time (150 kW 10–80 %) < 30 min
 › 22 kW AC charging
 › Panoramic halo roof
 › All wheel drive
 › 10" head-up display
 › Beats® Soundsystem with 13 speakers
 › Acceleration 0–100 km/h in 3,7s
 › 20" Synchro wheels
 › Ventilated microfiber suede seats
 › Red brake calipers
 › BRABUS badges and distinct body styling

HIGHLIGHT
FEATURES


